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WELCOME!

Dear Talent:
Congratulations on being presented with an opportunity to not only receive one-on-one and small
group training as it pertains to your individual talent(s), but to then be able to audition your talent in
front of some of the best and most influential agents, managers, casting directors and industry professionals in the advertising and entertainment business! We are excited for you, and hope that
this is the beginning of a long, successful relationship between your, your Mother Agent, and our
organization.
That you have been given this packet means that you have passed at several levels of strict scrutiny by our talent scouts and your mother agency. Please take your time reviewing the enclosed
Participant Handbook and the other documents from your Mother Agent. Each one is prepared
specifically to answer questions you may have, to walk you through the rules of the individual auditions, to identify for you what our expectations of you will be, or to provide us with important and
relevant information.
You are asked to please complete the various forms where indicated. Make sure to sign everywhere necessary or, if you are under the age of 18, please make sure that your guardian also
reads and signs where indicated.
We invite you to make a list of all of the questions that will undoubtedly arise as you review this
packet and think through issues relevant to this new venture. You may find some answers to your
questions in the “Frequently Asked Questions” flyer, but, if not, your Mother Agent will be happy to
answer any questions you have at or before your first training session.
We encourage you to invite your family and friends on this cruise. Though you will be very busy
with activities of the convention, you will have some free time and it is awesome for you to have
your support system there with you for this experience. Guest passes are $100 each and are good
for all of the events throughout the weekend.
Again, we are excited at the prospect of having you join this selective group of no more than 350
talent and industry professionals at one of our events, and we look forward to seeing you soon!
Kindest Regards,

Mark Anthony Jones
President/Executive Producer
Global Stars Network, LLC
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It is our mission to provide a safe haven for talent to learn about
this exciting industry and make the connections to further their career.
While we believe that everyone is born to aspire to great achievements, there are those who will strike out on that path with or without their families approval or the proper direction. We aim to be
the best venue for providing optimum exposure to the most reputable VIP agents, managers, casting directors and industry professionals in the business.
It is our goal to promote excellence, high morals and family values
among our participants, staff and VIP’s. Our focus, first and foremost, will always be on helping talent reach their true potential.
There are those who dance, sing, walk the runways and have great
desire to be on center stage. They have the passion, the drive and
the excellence to perform. We pledge to provide those models, ac-

WHAT DO I DO NEXT?:

You are not considered registered for Global Stars Network’s event until you are registered through
GSN Travel for your cabin.
You must register through GSN Travel for your cabin to considered as a part of our group.
Space is limited and only the first 300 participant’s registered will be allowed to attend.
There will be an additional $250 entry/processing fee per person for anyone whose cabin is
NOT BOOKED THROUGH GSN TRAVEL.
The easiest way to register on the cruise ship is to go to our event-specific website:

www.gsntravel.net
Step 1: Click on “Registration” located in the upper right of every page. This will take you through the registration process. Please make sure you have all your information i.e. Passport ID number, method of payment,
personal information, etc. Your registration is not complete until you put in all requested information and click
the "Submit" button to send your information.
Step 2: Click on the "Select Your Cabin" link above and with the information on each cabin type, use the drop
down menus (arrow to the right ON the button gives you the other options) to check the final pricing for each
type of cabin paired with the number of people that will be in your cabin. This step is where you pay the deposit or the full price of your cabin. See the website listed above for specific information. Should you have any
problems registering, contact:
GSN Travel, (division of Global Stars Network, LLC)
877-600-4450
Next, fill out and sign all the attached forms. They should be returned to your Mother Agent. They will turn
them in to GSN along with their group registration form. GSN requires a “Participant Release Form” on every
participant attending GSN. We also require a “Guest Release” form on every guest attending. This is to ensure your safety while attending our event. We want to make sure that every guest who registers has indeed
been invited by you. This is part of our commitment to you as stated in the first line of our mission statement
“to provide a safe haven for new talent”.
Become very familiar with all the “Audition Rules and Regulations”. These rules have been put in place by
the Board of Regents of the Global Stars Network. These industry professional know what the Agents are
looking for and have put these rules in place for that reason. You are ultimately responsible for knowing and
following these rules.
Sponsorships are a great way to not only help off set your cost in attending convention, but it also give you
more exposure. There is a separate Sponsorship packet that will help show you how to get these valuable
sponsors. With each ¼, ½ and full page ad, your photo is included. The more you are seen, the better your
chances are for call backs. This also gives the agents a better prospective of how you look in print ads.
Finally, you are here because someone believes in you. Now it is time for you to believe in yourself.
Good Luck

IMPORTANT DATES
RIGHT NOW : CABIN DEPOSIT DEADLINE: Register your cabin through GSN TRAVEL. An ini al deposit of $250.00 per
person is due at this me. Our event space is based on the number of par cipants registered with our group. The
Cruise line will not consider you part of the GSN group if you register through them and not GSN Travel. (There
will be an addi onal $250 entry/processing fee per person for anyone NOT BOOKED THROUGH GSN TRAVEL). Go
to www.gsntravel.net.
February 22nd, 2019: CABIN FINAL PAYMENT DEADLINE: Final payment for cabins to GSN TRAVEL. If ﬁnal payment
for your cabin is not made by this deadline, your cabin registra on will be cancelled and you will have to reregister and pay the higher rate per person. This higher rate is determined by Carnival and has been as high as
$200 per person in the past. NO guarantees are made on rates or availability past this deadline!
(Par cipant is not considered registered for conven on un l he/she has paid in full for their cabin through GSN
TRAVEL and paid their mother agency or GSN Direct the conven on fee.)
May 24th, 2019: PROGRAM BOOK DEADLINE: Sponsor Ads and Talent photos for Program Book due to GSN. Email
ads to info@globalstarsnetwork.net. Your mother agent will select photos for the Program Book. You may check
with them to make sure your shots are selected and submi ed.
May 31st, 2019: TALENT AUDITION DEADLINE: Last day to upload talent audi ons to be submi ed. It is your mother
agents responsibility to upload all of their talent videos to the GSN oﬃce via Dropbox.
June 7th, 2019: PHOTO COMPETITION DEADLINE: Photos (.jpg format) for Photo Compe on to GSN. Your mother
agent will select photos for this compe on. You may check with them to make sure your shots are selected and
submi ed.
June 14th, 2019 SINGER/DANCER ACCOMPANIMENT DEADLINE: Please have your music to your mother agent
in .mp3 or .wav format, IF you are selected for the Talent Showcase. It is your responsibility to get the music to
them in a full version and a 90 second version. The 90 second version will be used in the Talent Showcase and top
performers may be chosen to perform their full song for the President’s Choice at the Awards Ceremony.
Hotel Informa on: - see FAQ'S tab on the www.gsntravel.net cabin registra on website.
Ground Transporta on: - see FAQ'S tab on the www.gsntravel.net cabin registra on website.
June 23rd, 2019: Full Educa on Day in the Hotel
June 24th, 2019: Board ship at NOON
* These are the dates as of this edi on of the Par cipant’s Handbook. Due to Carnival’s changing policies, there may
be slight adjustments to dates and procedures, but every eﬀort will be given to give adequate no ce.

Audition Rules and Regulations
OVERVIEW
Participants will walk to center stage, slate their name and mother agency and exit. Modeling, posing or runway routines are not allowed. While this event is NOT scored, it is the first time the
agents are seeing you; they may be writing down your number to watch you throughout the event.
This is also your first chance to familiarize your self with the stage.
Attire will be jeans, black jeans or slacks and your agency t-shirt. If your agency does not provide
an agency t-shirt, then a plain t-shirt of any color with no writing must be worn.

RUNWAY AUDITION
Participants will model their outfit during their runway routine. You will cross the stage completely,
come back to the starting point, cross again and exit on the opposite side as entered. Please take
your time and do not rush, however, do not over do your routine either. 30 to 45 seconds is more
than enough time.
Agents do not want to see shorts, short skirts, or clothing that would be considered sexy. While
what you are wearing is important, the agents are most interested in seeing your runway skills
training and your personally developed style and runway walk.
Attire should be casual or sporty, no formalwear.

SWIMWEAR/SPORTSWEAR AUDITION
Participants will model their swimwear or sportswear during their runway routine and then exit the
stage. Please take your time and do not rush, however, do not over do your routine either. 30 to
45 seconds is more than enough time.
The swimwear portion of the Audition is open to children (ages 10 and up), teens and adults. The
Sportswear portion of the audition is open to children (ages 9 and under).
Females (ages 10 and up) should wear a one or two-piece swimsuit (no bikinis or thongs), bare
legs and heels, flat or no shoes. Wraps and heels are encouraged. Props are not recommended
but will be allowed.
Males (ages 10 and up) should wear a one-piece, conservative boxer style swimsuit and tennis
shoes or no shoes. A complimentary shirt may also be worn by males.
Any type of sportswear, catalog wear, etc may be worn by children (age 9 and under).

Audition Rules and Regulations
PHOTO AUDITION
Your photos (3) will be shown on the big screen. The emcee will slate your name and Mother
Agency, while your photos are being reviewed publicly by the agents, managers, casting directors
and VIP’s.
Photos must be submitted by your Mother Agent in high resolution digital format that has been
labeled with your name and numbered in the order the Mother Agent wishes them to be shown on
the screen and placed in a shared Dropbox folder.
Photos not pre-approved by your Mother Agent will NOT be allowed. Cigarettes, alcohol, nudity, or
strong sexual content is not permitted in your photos.

TALENT AUDITION and TALENT SHOWCASE
The Talent Audition is open to Singers, Dancers and Comedians only and is a 90 second videotaped audition submitted via Dropbox by your mother agent by the deadline. Singers, Dancers
and Comedians should perform in full costume. Judging will be by agents, talent managers and
music industry professionals who will also be attending the event. Notification of whether or not
you made the Talent Showcase will be emailed to your mother agent and will also be placed on
your talent registration packet when you receive it from your mother agent at the event.
In the case you are advanced to the Talent Showcase, you will perform your routine live in front of
the full audience of your GSN peers, family and friends. Your 90 second accompaniment must be
turned in by your mother agent in an .mp3 for .wav format. At the Talent Showcase on the ship,
routines will be timed and music extending beyond the 90 second limit will be cut off (not recommended).
The stage for Talent Showcase will be a dance floor. If the ship allows, wireless or handheld microphones will be available, however, handheld mics are recommended for singers.
If you forget the words to the song or steps in your routine during the live performance, do not start
over, continue from where you left off. (remember, time will be called 90 seconds after your initial
start)
Your mother agency must upload audition videos via Dropbox for the whole group.
Full accompaniment (full length song) must also be prepared, Should you be chosen for the President's Choice you will asked to perform your full song at the Grand Awards Ceremony.
To get the utmost respect from the recording label executives that attend our event, it is wise to
prepare an electronic press kit and a demo of several songs by the time of the event.

Audition Rules and Regulations

IMPROV AUDITION
Instead of a prepared script with dialog, casting directors, agents, and managers may ask talent a
question about themselves interview style or they may pose a situation to you or they may give
you the name of a product, after you enter the stage. Whether you are given an interview question,
scenario or product, you will have 30 seconds to improv your answer to the question, or reaction to
the situation, or do a 30 second commercial for the product given. These industry professionals are
looking for interesting responses about your real life and experience, outside of your acting or
modeling interests. You will be judged on your ability to speak and be understood, your personality, honesty, and confidence. Routines are timed and time will be called at 30 seconds.
Dress should be casual but tasteful. It is advisable to lose your regional accent should you possess
one.

SCENE STUDY AUDITION
Scene Study Audition is open only to participants who are old enough to read.
GSN will pair up participants together for this “cold read” audition performance.
You will be given a scene or script to perform with your assigned partner. You will have approximately 5 minutes to prepare, Although you are not expected to memorize the scene, you are encouraged to read the material multiple times (to yourself) in order to be as familiar with the scene
as possible.
You and your partner will be judged separately and not on how you perform as a team.
Dress should be casual but tasteful. It is advisable to lose your regional accent should you possess
one.

MONOLOGUE AUDITION
Monologue subject matter must be light or humorous and age-appropriate. Please make certain
that your subject matter is age appropriate and “G” rated for families. No profanity or explicit adult
material. Monologues are allowed 30-45 seconds. Routines will be timed and time will be called at
45 seconds.
Costumes and props are allowed, however, it is best to let the audience use their imagination.
If you forget your lines, do not start over; step out of character and then resume when you are
ready.

Audition Rules and Regulations

GRAND AWARDS CEREMONY
Participants, guests and family members should attend in support of their event participants. Participants and their mother agents will be seated in reserved areas of the ballroom closest to the
stage. Guests and families may be seated elsewhere on a first come, first served basis.
Attire should be business wear or dressy. Formal wear is not required.

ADDITIONAL RULES
In most cases, you will enter on one side of the stage and exit on the other side.
You will be allowed to walk the runway only one time. You will cross the stage completely, come
back to the starting point, cross again and exit on the opposite side as entered.
Stay clean and natural, agents do not want to see a lot of makeup, they prefer natural beauty.
Agents constantly request our participants to be natural and not overdone. This means little to no
make up for teens and adults and no make up at all for children.
If a participant misses the call for their line up, they will not be allowed to go on stage out of the line
up order. If time permits, GSN may allow you to go at the end of any event other than Photo.
All participants, staff, and guests must wear the appropriate passes the ENTIRE event for security
purposes. Door security at our event is an important part of the protection of our participants and
their families. NO ONE will be allowed into any event without the appropriate pass.
Participants, guests or family members are not allowed to sit or stand at the Agent's tables during
the events.
The following are a few tips on what to wear and what not to wear, not only during a performance
but also while walking about the ship. Remember, GSN is a NETWORKING event and our agents,
managers, casting directors and other industry professionals are staying in the ship as well. You
are “on stage” for the entire cruise.
You should always wear your participant number badge whenever you are out of your cabin. You
do not have to wear your number in the pool, other water areas or when you are off the ship while
in port.
Teens and women must always wear a bra. Do not wear tube tops or tight clothing. Skirts should
be at least 4" below your buttocks.
Males should not wear underwear showing above their pants.

Travel Checklist (What to Wear)
Overview- Agency T-Shirt/black bottoms (i.e., black skirt, slacks or jeans)
Swimwear/Sportswear Audition- Females should wear a one or two-piece swimsuit (no string bikinis or
thongs), bare legs and flat shoes (wedges or flip-flops). May include accessory such as towel, shawl, etc. for
covering (for modesty AND cold auditorium); Agents prefer no heels or props. Males should wear a onepiece, conservative boxer style swimsuit and tennis shoes or no shoes; shirts are not recommended. Swimwear is open to ages 10 and up; Sportswear is open to ages 4 to 9 and anyone who is uncomfortable in
swimwear regardless of age. Any type of sportswear or catalog wear is appropriate for the Sportswear portion
of the competition.
Runway Audition- Attire should be casual or sporty, no formals. Agents do not want to see shorts, short
skirts, or clothing that would be considered sexy. (no hats, hair bows, tuxedos or formals). This outfit needs to
be figure flattering, not baggy! Children 4-11 can wear anything that is appropriate for daytime.
Monologue Audition- Whatever is appropriate for your character. Wear a V-neck or scoop neck is best, no
bold colors - soft is better. Choose colors that compliment your skin tone; recommend solid colors, not patterns. Costumes and props are allowed, however, it is best to let the audience use their imagination.
Improv and Scene Study Auditions- Clothing should be casual but tasteful.
Singers, Dancers, Comedy (Talent Audition)- Wear whatever is appropriate for your act.
Awards Ceremony- Nice clothing, suit, slacks & dress shirt. Be fashionable, current & trendy. No Costume
or Promwear!
Callback/Open Interview Clothing- Figure flattering outfit - can be color for any age. Not too dressy!
Something “cool, current & trendy”. Look like a model! Many agents like to see legs - so skirts are good!
(Note: Fashion girls, the Agents will want to see you without ANY make-up for callbacks.)
Agents constantly request our participants to be natural and not overdone. This means little to no make up for
adults and no make up at all for children.
 You should always wear your participant number badge whenever you are out of your cabin/but
not OFF the ship when we are at port.
 Teens and women must always wear a bra.
 Do not wear tube tops, skin tight clothing or very short shorts.
 Skirts should be at least 4-5" below your buttocks.
 Guys should not wear underwear showing above their pants.
 Light Summer Clothing; It’s hot in the Caribbean and/or South of the Border! For our northern,
summer port, you may wish to bring a light jacket or sweater. Also, it may be cold in the ship ballrooms!
* This list includes most of the things you will want to bring with you. Remember the agents are judging YOU,
not how expensive your clothes are. If you have outfits that will work, don’t go out and buy a bunch of
expensive clothes. Also remember you are responsible for your own baggage. Each deck will have a laundry
station, which will have an iron and ironing board, but bring notebook and pen to take notes in seminars and
callbacks, camera and video camera(although you cannot use a flash in the ballroom).
** Some mother agents will hold a “clothes check” to go through all of your audition clothing for appropriateness. This would generally take place about one month prior to Convention. Check with your mother agency.

Global Stars Network, LLC
4029 Warwick Blvd. Kansas City, MO 64111 • 877-600-4450
www.globalstarsnetwork.net • info@globalstarsnetwork.net
PARTICIPANT RELEASE FORM
I, ____________________________________________, hereby release and hold harmless Global Stars Network,
LLC., and my Mother Agency and any and all of their owners, employees, agents, contractors, or assigns from any and
all liability for personal injury and/or death, property damage, and/or loss, which may arise during or consequent to
travel to or from, or participation in the GSN workshops or convention. I understand, agree, and acknowledge that
Global Stars Network and/or the Mother Agency will not be held liable for, or in any way responsible for forces of nature, including but not limited to participant health, weather, labor disruptions, war, terrorism, acts of government regulations, ship breakdowns, or any similar unforeseen event which may postpone or prevent my participation. Should
any of these things prevent my full or partial participation, I understand, agree, and acknowledge that I am not entitled
to a refund, but that I am entitled to complete my program within one year of my registration at no additional cost to
me; I understand that two conventions and their preparatory workshops are presented annually.
I hereby allow the use of my name, photograph(s), voice, and image, however recorded, in any present or future GSN
or Mother Agency publication, broadcast, or advertisement, including but not limited to electronic publication on the
internet, for the purpose of advertisement but not for any other purpose, and I understand that I will not receive or be
entitled to receive any compensation for said usage. GSN or Mother Agent may edit and process these for their use,
in whole or in part, in any medium, at their sole discretion.
I understand and agree that I have received a copy of the Audition Rules and Regulations, and that I will abide by
those rules and regulations. I have additionally received, read, and understood the refund policy. I understand that
neither GSN or my Mother Agent can guarantee me “call backs” or placement with an agent at or as a result of the
convention, as my success is dependent on many factors beyond their control. I understand that it is in my best interest not to enter into a contract or agreement with any agent who may offer me representation as a result of the convention (or otherwise) until or unless I have been thoroughly advised and appraised by my Mother Agent regarding
same. I understand and agree that GSN and Mother Agent cannot be held liable or responsible for the actions or inactions of any talent scout, agent, or other industry professional not directly associated with or employed by them.
I understand that earnings in this industry are speculative, and no one affiliated with GSN or my Mother Agent has in
any way warranted or represented the amount of wage earnings in order to induce or entice me to participate in the
program and/or attend the convention. I will not and cannot hold GSN or Mother Agent liable for any lost earnings,
realized or unrealized, as a result of my participation in the program and the convention.
I agree to indemnify and hold harmless GSN and my Mother Agency from any claims or actions brought by the ship, its
passengers, or anyone else, which may arise from my conduct and participation, including but not limited to claims or
suits for personal injury, death, and/or property loss or damage.
I represent that I am legally free to attend and participate in the GSN convention, and that I have no contractual obligations preventing my attendance. I expressly agree to release and hold harmless GSN and/or my Mother Agency from
any claims, whether or not now known or unknown, resulting from any breach of my warranties set forth herein, and
hereby indemnify GSN and my Mother Agency, including costs and attorney fees, for defending and/or paying any
costs or claims which are made against me and are adverse to the warranties and representations herein made.
I further agree to be dismissed from the program and/or convention, without refund, if I or any member of my family or
any of my guest(s) who accompany me to the program and/or convention are found to be engaged in misconduct
which may harm persons or property or hinder the performance of other participants and their enjoyment of the program and/or convention.

_____________________________________________________________________
PARTICIPANT SIGNATURE (or guardian, if minor)

_______________________
DATE

______________________________________________________________________________________________
PRINTED NAME OF PARTICIPANT

Global Stars Network, LLC
4029 Warwick Blvd. Kansas City, MO 64111 • 877-600-4450
www.globalstarsnetwork.net • info@globalstarsnetwork.net
ETHICS AND BEHAVIORAL AGREEMENT
I, ____________________________________, will be attending Global Stars Network event on board a Carnival
Cruise. I understand that this is a working convention and therefore agree: as a participant of the Global Stars Network’s program, understand that my attitude, work ethic, and conduct are integral and vital to my potential success. I
also understand that as a participant, I am representing myself as “talent,” as well as my family, my Mother Agency,
and Global Stars Network, LLC. As such, I realize that there is a certain behavioral code of conduct to which I must
conform and that it is expected that I will adhere to it for the entire Global Stars Network experience.
Code of Conduct:












I will conduct myself at all times and in all manners professionally, courteously, and respectfully while in attendance at all Global Stars Network related events, including around the ship.
In instances where my personal opinion is called for as to the abilities or appearance of my fellow participants, I
will provide only constructive criticism and in no way belittle or discourage another participant.
I will not display any negative attitude or behavior in any form that may hinder my progress and success or the
success and progress of my fellow participants.
I will exert an open-minded, enthusiastic, and positive attitude.
I understand that my success as a model, actor, singer, dancer, or other talent is dependent upon my ability, appearance, and work ethic, as well as factors beyond my control.
I will trust the judgment and advice of my Mother Agent and will bring all of my industry related concerns to them.
All monies owed will be paid by the deadlines, or I may have to attend the next event.
I am responsible for all charges to my cabin - NO EXCEPTIONS.
I will take full responsibility to learn where each event will be held and be on time for EVERYTHING.
All clothing will be in proper compliance for competitions.
I will present the best possible image for myself and my group by not:
 chewing gum in public
 smoking in public
 consuming any alcoholic beverage (minors) or any other substance considered illegal
 using foul language
 acting in a loud, immature manner or throwing a temper tantrum
 inappropriate behavior of any kind, including but not limited to sexual behavior.

I have read and agree to follow the above guidelines of this Ethics and Behavioral Agreement. I understand that if any
of these guidelines are violated, upon recommendation by GSN Staff or your Mother Agent, I will not further be allowed
to participate in the Global Stars Network convention event, and will not receive any refund, nor be allowed to return to
any future event. I understand this is regardless of whether my parent or guardian is attending the convention.
_______________________________________________
TALENT SIGNATURE

_______________________________________
DATE

PRINTED NAME _____________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________
CUSTODIAL/GUARANTOR SIGNATURE (for minors)

_______________________________________
DATE

PRINTED NAME __________________________________

RELATIONSHIP__________________________

Global Stars Network, LLC
4029 Warwick Blvd. Kansas City, MO 64111 • 877-600-4450
www.globalstarsnetwork.net • info@globalstarsnetwork.net
PARTICIPANT’S ACKNOWLEDGMENT















My GSN registration entitles me to enter any Audition my Mother Agent advises me to enter.
I must register and pay in full for my cabin through GSN Travel in order to be considered
Registered for the event. I also understand that if I or my guest do not book through
GSN Travel, there will be an additional $150 entry/processing fee per person on 3-4 day
cruises, ($200 on 5 day cruises and $250 on 6-7 day cruises).
My Mother Agent is responsible for providing me with training for this convention via the program workshops. If I miss a workshop it will not be repeated, but private tutoring is available.
As a registered GSN participant, I am entitled to a listing in the GSN program book.
I cannot be guaranteed placement with an agent, nor “call backs”, during or as a result of
the convention.
A guest pass is needed for non-participants to attend and view the convention Auditions. If I
am under the age of 18, my GSN registration entitles me to one free guest pass. Additional
guest passes may be purchased only from my Mother Agent.
A professional photography session may average $600. My Mother Agent advises that it is
in my best interest not to hire my own photographer, but to use the professional photographer provided by my Mother Agent, unless otherwise advised. I understand that my Mother
Agent has no financial interest in the fees charged by the photographer he/she provides, but
only wants to assure quality and professional results, as well as be in attendance at my photo shoot – an option unavailable if I choose my own photographer.
Headshots or Composites may cost up to $200 or more, depending on the market in my area. Mother Agent recommends that all participants have at least 25 headshots or composite cards in our portfolio, unless otherwise advised, and that singers should have a demo
CD with at least three (3) sample songs.
My Mother Agent will review my selection of clothes for my photo shoot and make any necessary recommendations prior to the actual photo shoot. A professional make-up artist and
hairdresser are provided for me at no additional cost on the day of the photo shoot.

__________________________________________ _________________________________________

TALENT SIGNATURE

DATE

PRINTED NAME ________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

__________________________________

CUSTODIAL/GUARANOR SIGNATURE (for minors)

DATE

PRINTED NAME ____________________________________RELATIONSHIP_______________

Global Stars Network, LLC
4029 Warwick Blvd. Kansas City, MO 64111 • 877-600-4450
www.globalstarsnetwork.net • info@globalstarsnetwork.net
GUEST RELEASE
Guest Full Name ____________________________________________________________________ Today’s Date ________________________
Participant’s Name __________________________________________________ Relationship _________________________________________
Phones: Home________________________ Work ______________________ Cell________________________ Emg_______________________
Email(s) _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________________ City, State, _____________________ Zip________________________

I, ____________________________________________, hereby release and hold harmless Global Stars
Network, LLC., and its Mother Agency and any and all of their owners, employees, agents, contractors, or
assigns from any and all liability for personal injury and/or death, property damage, and/or loss, which may
arise during or consequent to travel to or from, or attendance at the GSN workshops or convention. I understand, agree, and acknowledge that Global Stars Network and/or the Mother Agency will not be held liable
for, or in any way responsible for forces of nature, including but not limited to participant health, weather,
labor disruptions, war, terrorism, acts of government regulations, ship breakdowns, or any similar unforeseen event which may postpone or prevent my attendance. Should any of these things prevent my full or
partial attendance, I understand, agree, and acknowledge that I am not entitled to a refund, but that I am
entitled to attend as a guest with the above named Participant within one year of my application at no additional cost to me; I understand that two conventions and their preparatory workshops are presented annually.
I understand that photographs and other recordings of my image may be made while I am in attendance at
a GSN event, and, as such, I hereby allow the use of my photograph(s), voice, and image, however recorded, in any present or future GSN or Mother Agency publication, broadcast, or advertisement, including but
not limited to electronic publication on the internet, for the purpose of advertisement but not for any other
purpose, and I understand that I will not receive or be entitled to receive any compensation for said usage.
GSN or Mother Agent may edit and process these for their use, in whole or in part, in any medium, at their
sole discretion.
I agree to indemnify and hold harmless GSN and my Mother Agency from any claims or actions brought by
the ship, its passengers, or anyone else, which may arise from my conduct and participation, including but
not limited to claims or suits for personal injury, death, and/or property loss or damage.
I expressly agree to release and hold harmless GSN and/or my Mother Agency from any claims, whether or
not now known or unknown, resulting from any breach of my warranties set forth herein, and hereby indemnify GSN and my Mother Agency, including costs and attorney fees, for defending and/or paying any costs
or claims which are made against me and are adverse to the warranties and representations herein made.
I further agree to be dismissed from attending the program and/or convention, without refund, if I or any
member of my family or any of my guest(s) who accompany me are found to be engaged in misconduct
which may harm persons or property or hinder the performance of GSN participants and their enjoyment of
the program and/or convention.
____________________________________________________________
GUEST SIGNATURE (or guardian, for minors)

______________________
DATE

